COURSE SYLLABI

Life Drawing (18+) 8-Week
Instructor: Sarah Creagan
Wednesday 7:00 - 10:00 PM

- Class 1:
  ○ We discover proportions and structures for drawing anatomical figures and gesture studies.

- Class 2:
  ○ We begin to incorporate mark making [insert description] as we build form and mass to our figures.

- Class 3:
  ○ We explore value, tone, light, and shadow (i.e., chiaroscuro) on our figures.

- Class 4:
  ○ We learn about angles, foreshortening, and perspective.

- Class 5:
  ○ We discover methods for drawing hands and feet.

- Class 6:
  ○ We focus on skull structure and portraiture.

- Class 7:
  ○ Working with models, we look at the internal structures through extended poses to contribute to an understanding of anatomy.

- Class 8:
  ○ In our last week, we build up and layer multiple figures to create one composition.